
1. Title: The Walk In Nature
Size: 9 x 16 Medium:
Nature photography
Completion: September 3, 2020
Exhibition Text
The Walk in Nature was taken in Wilson Park, the photo focuses on nature and its beauty
but its main focus is the sun in the center of the photo. The photo shows a view of
Wilson Park's lake surrounded by trees. There are more trees and a sunset in the middle
and a purple and white sky. I wanted to show this photo for my final piece because of
the wildlife, landscape and the texture with the mixture of different colors by changing
the brightness, contrast, saturation, warmth, skin tone and shadow of the picture. I
never had an inspiration in photography until I discover an incredible photographer

2. Title: Eye of the Tree
Size: 9 x 16  
Medium: Landscape Photography
Completion: August 2021
Exhibition Text
For my 3rd Project I chose photography, the "Eye of the Tree" is a photo that was
captured at Wilson Park at sunset. The picture shows a mix of light and shadow in the
sky with trees around but Its main focus is the sun shining on top of the tree in the
center of the photo which was inspired by a photograph from Carr Clifton.

3. Title: My Mistake
Size: 30cm x 30cm
Medium: Oil Paint
Completion: November 1, 2020
Exhibition Text
This final piece was cropped from my photography piece, I wanted the movement of my
painting to have a realism style rather then impressionism but this was a struggle
because I was trying to figure what correct oil painting colors I had to use to mix it
together in order to get at least the closest coloring that was similar to my photography
piece.

4. Title: Starry Forest
Size: 16 x 20 inches  
Medium: Painting
Completion: December 2021
Exhibition Text
For my 4th project, I've painted a landscape night. The painting shows a house with a
watermill in the back of the house where water falls into the river and in the distance is
a bridge and surrounding all of this are the trees. I enjoy night time more then the day
time so I wanted the purpose of this piece to represent a peaceful and quiet night



5. Title: Gloomy Sunset
Size: 9 x 16  
Medium: Cloudscape Photography
Completion: August 2021
Exhibition Text
For my 2nd project, I chose photography. The photo, Gloomy Sunset was captured in the
parking lot off of 27th and Loomis. The pictures shows a a mixture of black and purple
clouds together with a sunset in the background and a mix of yellow, purple and blue in
above the clouds in the sky which was inspired by Richard Wong. The focus is the sunset
between the clouds.

6. Title: 6:00 am Sunrise
Size: 45 x 45  
Medium: Sunrise Photography
Completion: March 2021
Exhibition Text
For my choice piece, I've chosen photography. This photo was captured outside my
window at sunrise. The piece shows purple to pink cloudy sky at sunrise with a few
trees, a electric pole. The focus of this piece is the 2 different colors in the sky going
from purple to pink. I wanted the focus of my piece to be the sky that connects to my
inspiration, Marc Adamus. This piece, I adjusted the tint, brightness and Saturation
focusing on the colorful sky.

7. Title: View from Afar
Size:  16 x 20
Medium: Painting
Completion: December 2021
Exhibition Text
For my 6th project, I painted a landscape and a village during the day. In the painting, it
shows a river and a bridge above on the lower right corner of the canvas, across the
bridge is a small village with 4 buildings surrounded with small clouds in the sky during
the day. I wanted to paint something like this because I love the idea of a small village
out in the woods somewhere isolated from the rest of the world like a hidden village and
I was inspired by "View of Delft" by Johannes Vermeer.

8. Title: Sunset City
Size:  Medium: Painting
Completion: November 2021
Exhibition Text  
For my 4th project, I painted a sunset landscape of a city. The piece shows a dark blue,
red, orange and yellow sky blended together. A few buildings are painted in black and
below that is a reflection of it all in the water. This painting I made was inspired by
``Impressions sunrise" painting by Johannes Vermeer. The focus on the painting is the
buildings



9. Title: Pillar Fruit Basket
Size: 16 x 20 inches  
Medium: Painting
Completion: August 2021
Exhibition Text
For my first project, I chose to paint a canvas showing a Basket with different types of
fruit in a basket on top of pillars which was inspired by a still life painting and a Baroque
painting of a fruit by Caravaggio. The purpose of this piece is that I wanted my piece to
represent life and nature in a unique and colorful way.

10. Title: Fence In Nature
Size: 9 x 16  
Medium: Photography
Completion: December 2021
Exhibition Text  
For my 7th project is a landscape photography that takes place outside. The photo
shows a field with a small cliff, and a street on the left. In the back is a sunrise with 2
trees. a blue sky and a mix of red, orange, yellow, and blue and purple clouds in the sky
all behind a fence.


